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A Private Residence at The Avenue with a South West corner Terrace and a 

19ft Coffee Balcony off of the Master Bedroom. 

 

Welcome to Suite 1402, a magnificent, rarely available, 2810 square foot, truly elegant, 2 

Bedroom plus Library, Family Room and open Den area, or 3 Bedroom, family room 

and open Den area penthouse style residence, in the most sought after Midtown 

condominium known as “The Avenue”. Built by Camrost-Felcorp, this high demand 

building is perfectly located at St Clair and Avenue Road, at the intersection of the 

internationally acclaimed neighbourhoods of Forest Hill, South Hill and Deer Park and 

immediately adjacent to Rosedale and Moore Park on the East.  This elegant residence 

offers the unique and ultra convenient experience of living in complete privacy with its 

direct access elevator, while having all the amenities and exclusive services of a world 

class condominium with its well appointed lobby, attentive 24 hour concierge, guest 

suites, full fitness facility including indoor pool area and club and party rooms with 

catering kitchen. 

 

Outstanding in its superb details and refined finishes, this exceptional home boasts 

lovely outdoor areas in the two terraces, totally customized and fully upgraded designer 

finishes, magnificent sweeping views from every room, 10 foot ceilings, a limestone slab 

fireplace, outstanding Downsview kitchen cabinetry, top of the line appliances, walls of 

glass, a sophisticated layout, glamorous sun-filled rooms, beautiful hardwood or heated 

stone floors, luxurious Bathrooms including separate His and Her bathrooms in the 

stunning Master Suite, extensive custom closet and storage facilities, a spacious Ensuite 

Laundry with plenty of space for linen storage, two wonderfully located underground 

parking spaces and a separate locker. The renowned building amenities, and exclusive 

services allow one to live in discreet splendour and combine to make this distinctive, 

upscale, turn-key living.  

 

Inside, this appealing residence enjoys the benefit of a direct elevator entrance into the 

elegant Foyer.  The large formal Foyer is an inviting welcome with its tall ceiling and 

warm honey-toned stone floor and is a fitting introduction to the quality and comfort 

found throughout. The elegant, spacious Living Room is sensational for entertaining 

with its unsurpassed views and connects to the formal Dining area easily seating 12-14 

by a small open den, card or breakfast table alcove. The Walk-out Terrace is a great asset 

here with its 180° panoramic view to the lake. The sensational one of a kind modern 

Kitchen is a chef’s delight with its deluxe appliances and large center island. Open to a 
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spacious breakfast area, large enough for a casual seating arrangement or table for six or 

eight, it features a sun filled window, spectacular vistas and custom built-in desk and 

bookshelves.  

 

The King-size Master Suite is a joy with its wall of windows, and wide angled access to 

the walk-out balcony, spacious walk-in His and Her Dressing Room style closets, two  

double closets just outside the bedroom entry and two lovely separate His and Her spa-

like marble finished bathrooms. The Second or Guest Bedroom is indeed private and 

encompasses a large dressing room style closet and a 4-piece Bathroom. The library or 

third Bedroom shares the hall to the Second Bedroom and by adding a door to the 

entrance to the Second Bedroom, its Ensuite could become the hall bathroom servicing 

both rooms. Double hall coat closets, a walk-in, oversize servery/pantry with lots of 

storage (and wine cellar potential), an elegant two-piece Powder Room and a handy 

separate Laundry Room with sink, ideal for great linen storage, are all added impressive 

features.  There is even a locking connecting door to the service hall and mechanical 

room. 

 

Splendidly located in excellent proximity to world class shops, glamorous boutiques, 

acclaimed restaurants, excellent public and private schools, globally recognized concert 

halls, museums and art galleries, the University of Toronto, lovely area parks, and the 

Yonge Street subway line, this outstanding residence is only 10 minutes from the 

business district/downtown and 20 minutes from the airport. This energetic location and 

exquisitely conceived unit will have broad appeal to sophisticated families, established 

professionals and astute investors alike, who will appreciate the value and cachet of this 

never lived in one-owner-only estate offering in the marketplace today.  

 

More specific details on this special property follow. 

*Measurement per original marketing by Builder  


